A couple of incidents recently reminded me of principles I teach my students in computing courses about how to govern ourselves when using e-mail.

In one case, some idiot posted spam in several pages of the commentary sections for the *Network World Security Strategies*. I wrote to the people whose Web sites appeared in the spam with some mild comments about looking into whether someone at their firm was making the mistake of trying to advertise using spam. I did not automatically assume that the people whose Web site is named in the spam are necessarily responsible for it. Readers would do well to remember that anonymous posters may be anyone, and that the people named in spam may actually be the victims of malice.

The second incident involved a colleague of mine at Norwich University who was accused by an anonymous correspondent of having plagiarized material from an organization in one of his overview presentations at a security conference. The anonymous accuser wrote, “I found your article <http://www.networkworld.com/newsletters/sec/2010/062810sec2.html> on your student ironic or maybe hypocritical. I recently caught another Norwich professor in your program plagiarizing[ sic] the COPYRIGHTED work of -----.org during a presentation he gave at -----.

Maybe you should put the same effort into calling out your professors as you do your students. Are you just about holding students accountable or professors, too?” He then appended a stream of poorly-formatted correspondence between himself and a director of the organization concerned.

I found out within five minutes that my colleague had in fact included a reference to the material but that the organization wanted him to put a note of provenance and copyright on every slide – which he did at once. The problem was resolved amicably without rancor in little time. However, the anonymous accuser (“it”) did not bother to help resolve the problem – it chose to libel my colleague to me and to who knows how many other people.

The issue here is that the writer could have asked for clarifications nicely or made a suggestion for improvement by writing to my colleague directly instead of making accusations to employers and copyright owners. What was the advantage of assuming ill intent on the part of the professor without even engaging in research? And why the anonymity?

My advice to everyone is that one should check with the accused before publishing accusations as fact. For example, at the time of writing, I am researching a case of what I believe to be wholesale copyright infringement by a firm that charges people to access stolen intellectual property; when I complete my draft report for publication, I will be sending that draft to the people involved for their response before the article goes to the publisher. Wouldn’t you want to be treated that way if someone accused you of wrongdoing?

Did my treatment of the student I accused of presenting work that wasn’t his violate the principles enunciated above? No, because I presented evidence to a duly-constituted board of
enquiry following the rules defined in the regulations of the institution in which we were both members. The accused was given the opportunity to present his case in his own defense and no one outside the University officials involved was informed of the accusations. The student’s original grade was not influenced by the suspicion of dishonesty.

Is there a conflict between recommending mild, reasoned e-mail writing and my article reporting on the case against Home Depot<http://www.networkworld.com/newsletters/sec/2010/062110sec1.html>? An anonymous correspondent sneered, “sounds like the author has a personal bone to pick with Home Depot[sic] than anything else” in a comment online. I replied with tongue firmly in cheek, “Nah. No personal complaints about Home Depot. What on earth would give anyone that idea based on my article?? Is reporting on court cases automatically interpreted as personal animus? In that case, reporting on anything critically would be interpreted as personal hostility. If you want Pollyanna as a writer, go write articles about how great the cupcake competition was at the local county fair – but don't imply that the second-place cupcake – you know, the one with the gravel and the sulfuric acid in it – was any less qualified to win than the winner's offering. Wouldn't want to imply personal cupcakes, er, bones to pick with the loser.”

All of us do well to consider the implications of our words when writing to anyone. The first anonymous poster said I might be a hypocrite – for not writing about something I had never heard of – and the second one accused me of personal bias – for writing about a court case!

Personally, I have a 30-minute delay between scheduled e-mail SEND/RECEIVE cycles; that gives me an average of 15 minutes in which to rethink whether I really want to send that e-mail exactly as I wrote it. Depending on your own temper, you may find such a delay of greater or less value in avoiding the difficulties of removing your lower pedal extremity from your buccal cavity.

I think we should give ourselves a bit of time to be sure we don’t give the wrong impression about ourselves – or grounds for a charge of libel – to our correspondents. A bit of professionalism, please!
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